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ABSTRACT
Modeling and Control of a Vertical Hopping Robot
Bradley Yuki Nakamoto Kwan
Single degree-of-freedom hopping robots are typically modeled as spring loaded in-
verted pendulums (SLIPs). This simplified model, however, does not consider the
overall leg geometry, consequently making it difficult to investigate the optimized in-
ertial distribution of the leg for agile locomotion. To address this issue, the first part
of this thesis establishes an accurate mathematical model of a DC-motor-driven, two-
link hopping robot where the motors are modeled as torque sources. The equations
of motion for the two distinct phases of locomotion (stance and flight) are derived
using the Lagrangian approach for holonomic systems. A Simulink/Stateflow model
is developed to numerically simulate the robot’s locomotion. The model is then vali-
dated with the simulation data from Simscape Multibody, which allows for accurate
modeling of the environment and inertial properties for complex geometries. With the
accurate model of the hopping robot, two distinct control strategies are adopted. The
first strategy focuses on implementing position control while the robot is in flight to
prepare for touchdown. The second control method explores implementing impedance
control during stance, allowing the response to mimic that of a mass-spring-damper
model.
It was found that concentrating the mass of the robot in the hip allows the robot to
attain larger apex heights as opposed to evenly distributing the mass throughout the
leg. With plans to implement the leg on a quadruped robot, the mathematical model
is easily expandable to 2 or 3 degrees-of-freedom. This allows for further stability
analysis and development of control strategies of the leg.
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1.1 History of Legged Robots
The origins of legged robots trace back to Leonardo da Vinci’s sketches. The first semi-
functional prototypes of legged robots however, were built in the early 1960’s when
Space General Corporation explored the concept of driving a lunar rover by means of
legged locomotion [11]. Due to the unknown and uneven surface of the moon, robotic
legs provide better dexterity and maneuverability than traditional drive systems such
as wheels. Shortly after, General Electric designed a piloted quadruped robot which
required the operator to manually operate the 3 joints for each leg [11].
Figure 1.1: General Electric’s Walking Truck from the 1960’s [8]
In 1989, the Robotics Institute and Department of Computer science at Carnegie-
Mellon University published a research paper on legged robots [10]. In addition to
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Figure 1.2: Hopping robot prototype developed by engineers at the Mas-
sachusetts’s Institute of Technology and Carnegie Mellon University. [1]
the simulation developed for a multi-legged system, the team built a single legged
physical prototype (seen in Figure 1.2. The main reason behind building a single-
legged robot as opposed to a quadruped robot was to simplify calculations by ignoring
any of the coupled dynamics due to the other legs [1]. The prototype used a gimbal
to position the leg and hydraulic actuators coupled with position/velocity sensors to
actuate the foot. This robot was tethered to a computer through an ”umbilical cord”
which serves as the power source and data bridge between the computer and robot.
Currently, researchers are designing autonomous legged robots that operate based on
control algorithms loaded on on-board electronics. Advancements in micro-controllers,
small motors, and computer vision have made this possible. The most recent example
of such robot is Boston Dynamic’s Spot which is designed for a multitude of applica-
tions [5] (ie. defense, entertainment, search and rescue). These advanced quadruped
robots are capable of navigating through challenging courses, easily avoiding obsta-
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Figure 1.3: Boston Dynamics’ quadruped robot, Spot [3]
cles that traditional vehicles cannot avoid. The three motors located at the hip joint
for each leg, allow each foot to move with three degrees of freedom, totaling in 12
degrees of freedom for the entire robot. Additionally, on-board cameras and sensors
located at the front of the quadruped allow the robot to sense its surroundings and
plan its motion. To provide more functionality, researchers are developing various at-
tachments for the robot. An example of a practical add-on is a robotic arm mounted
to the robot’s back, allowing the quadruped to grasp objects of interest.
1.2 Legged Locomotion
During legged locomotion, there are two distinct phases: flight and stance.
3
Figure 1.4: Plotting the gait cycle for a spring-loaded inverted pendulum
to determine the differences between the distinct phases during legged
locomotion.
The flight phase occurs when the foot is not in contact with the ground. During
flight, the robot experiences projectile motion. The stance phase occurs when the
foot is in contact with the ground. There are two different ways to interpret the
motion during the stance phase which Geyer discusses in detail in his paper [7]. The
first method is modeled after running, where the leg is assumed to be rigid and the
robot (modeled as a point mass) rotates around the fixed point of rotation where
the foot contacts the ground. This produces a vertical ground reaction force (GRF)
profile that resembles a downward facing parabola. The second method is modeled
for walking gaits, where the leg is compliant and allows displacement in both the
radial and tangential directions around the point of contact. Unlike the running
GRF profile, there are two distinct peaks in the profile during the stance phase (5.4),
assuming the robot is ”walking”. The first peak is for when the foot makes contact
with the ground and the second peak is for when the foot leaves the ground.
To simplify modeling the stance phase, researchers use the spring-loaded inverted
pendulum (SLIP) model to describe the nature of the leg [7]. The total mass of the
robot is assumed to be a point mass located at the end of the leg. To account for the
spring-like nature of the leg where it compresses and extends during stance, the leg
4
is assumed to be a linear spring. Although this model is helpful for understanding
the locomotion of the robot, an accurate model of the leg will allow researchers to
investigate various properties of the leg such as the effect of inertial distribution on
performance.
1.3 Robot Prototyping
With the invention of rapid prototyping technologies such as 3D printing and widely
available electrical components for purchase on the internet, it has become more feasi-
ble to build and design smaller scale quadruped robots. Examples of such quadruped
robots include the Stanford ”doggo” and NYU Solo dog.
Figure 1.5: Affordable, open-source quadruped robot developed by stu-
dent researchers at Stanford University, named the ”Stanford Doggo” [4]
A team of faculty and students at California Polytechnic State University - San Luis
Obispo, are currently designing their own quadruped robot as an educational tool.
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To make this possible, there are currently teams working on the mechanical design
of the leg, design of the planarizer1 for testing of the leg in 2 degrees-of-freedom, and
mathematical modeling and control of the legs.
Figure 1.6: 3D CAD rendering of robotic leg designed by the research
team at California Polytechnic State University - San Luis Obispo.
Preliminary work has been on a single leg design; in the current revision of the leg,
three AK80-6 motors from T-Motors are housed within the hip structure. The first
motor controls the legs position ”out-of-plane”, eventually controlling the roll of the
robot’s chassis. To neglect this motor responsible for the abduction of the robot, the
leg is constrained to a vertical sliding testing stand.
1A planarizer is a mechanism which constrains the motion of the robot around a central fixture
by fixing the robot to a boom attached to the fixture. This allows the robot to hop vertically and
move in a circle about the center of the planarizer. A figure of a planarizer can be found at Figure
6.1
6
Figure 1.7: Simplifed schmatic of the robot to describe the role of each
motor located in the hip mass.
The next motor (Motor 1) in the structure controls the angle of the hip. The last
motor (Motor 2) is connected to the hip motor in series and controls the angle of the
knee by using a system of pulleys and timing belts.
1.4 Problem Statement
For single degree-of-freedom (SDOF) robots, a simplified model of the robot is used
to describe the dynamics of the robot and apply control. The most common SDOF
model is the SLIP mentioned in the previous section. The SLIP model, however,
is not an accurate representation for complex geometries and over-actuated systems
such as the leg pictured in Figure 1.6. Additionally, the effect of inertial distribution
of the robot on hopping performance cannot be analyzed since the total mass of the
robot is lumped at the top of the leg in the SLIP model.
Once a mathematical model of the robot is established, it is important to validate the
model by developing another model with a different technique, or by comparing the
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simulation data to the test data from the physical prototype. Modeling assumptions
such as those relating to the behavior of the robot during the transition from flight
to stance, or the foot’s behavior during stance introduce differences between the
mathematical models. It is necessary to compare the simulation data between the
two models to analyze how the modeling differences impact the simulation results.
Without control, the leg is unable to maintain a stable hopping gait. In order to allow
the robot to continue hopping, a controller must be designed for the flight phase to
prepare the robot for the next impact. Additionally the behavior of the leg during
stance, has a large impact on the hopping performance of the robot. If too much
torque is applied during stance, it is possible for the robot to damage itself during
takeoff and touchdown. Conversely, if too little torque is applied during stance, the
robot will not transition from the stance phase to flight phase; therefore, a separate
controller must be developed for the stance phase. Determining when to switch
between the two controllers is also crucial for maintaining a steady hopping gait.
1.5 Thesis Overview
The first chapter of this document will focus on establishing an accurate mathemat-
ical model of the leg, taking the inertial effects of both links in to account. The
masses are not assumed to be a lumped at the hip as a point mass, therefore, the
inertial distribution of the robot can be optimized for agile locomotion. To model the
dynamics of the robot, a set of equations of motion will be found for the leg during
the flight phase and stance phase.
Once the equations of motion are determined for flight and stance, a Simulink©
/Stateflow© model is developed to numerically simulate the leg’s locomotion. Stateflow©
, is a Simulink© add-on that allows switching between two distinct Simulink© models
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based on the current state of the system. In addition to the traditional Simulink©
model, a multibody simulation of the leg will be created using Simscape© Multi-
body. Mutlibody simulation is another method of numerical simulation which allows
researchers to define the robot as a system of rigid bodies connected with kinematic
constraints (i.e. joints) or force elements (i.e. dampers and springs). The results
produced by both models are compared to verify the results of the Stateflow© model.
Additionally, agreement between the two models suggests that further research can
be conducted solely with the multibody simulation since it does not rely on ideal
assumptions.
Once the simulation is verified by the test data from the physical prototype, re-
searchers can run tests on the virtual leg with confidence. This allows the team to
save money and time as they make adjustments to the CAD model, reducing the
number of prototypes required for testing. Similarly, researchers can design control
algorithms for the leg in programs such as Simulink© which can be deployed to the
robot through the use of Simulink© Real-Time.
All Simulink© and MATLAB files developed for this report can be found at the
following GitHub repository: https://github.com/bykwan/BK-HoppingRobot
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Chapter 2
DYNAMIC MODELING OF HOPPING ROBOT
2.1 Overview
The locomotion of the hopping robot is split in two distinct phases: flight and stance.
During the flight state, the foot is in the air. This allows the kinematics of the leg
to follow projectile motion. During the stance state, the foot is in contact with the
ground, requiring a more complex model to describe the dynamics of the system. The
leg is simplified into two rigid links connected to a point mass. The mass represents
the two motors and accompanying mounting hardware located at the hip. The masses
of the links are assumed as point masses located at the center of the links. See Figure
2.2 for the schematic representation of the leg.
The following state transition diagram describes the relationship between the two
distinct states during locomotion.
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Figure 2.1: State transition diagram logic for Stateflow. Schematic also
depicts the kinematics of the leg during each state.
The Simulink model transitions from the stance to flight phase when the vertical
component of the GRF is equal to 0 and the vertical velocity of the leg is positive.
When the model transitions, the final values for the states during stance provide the
initial conditions for the equations of motion during flight. During the flight state,
the displacement of the foot is calculated, transitioning from flight to stance when
the foot makes contact with the ground. During the transition, is it assumed that
angular momentum about the foot is conserved, providing the initial conditions for
the equations of motion during stance.
2.2 Stance State Equations of Motion
The following section will cover the derivation for the equations of motion during
stance. By determining the equations for the kinetic and potential energy (represented
by T and V respectively) of the system during stance, the Lagrangian, defined as L =
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T − V , is found. After taking the appropriate partial derivatives of the Lagrangian,
the equations of motion are found using Lagrange’s Equation. Two main assumptions
are made when deriving the equations. The first assumption states that the foot is
in contact with the ground for the duration of stance. The second assumption states
that the foot does not slip for the entirety of the stance state. To account for the lack
of slipping in the model, a non-holonomic constraint is added to Lagrange’s equation,
multiplying the constraint by a Lagrange multiplier.
2.2.1 Leg Kinematics
When solving for the forward kinematics of the leg, the geometry of the leg is used to
solve for the position of the hip mass, thigh link, and shank link. The origin is placed
directly under the hip mass on the ground. The joint angles, θ1 and θ2, are measured
with respect to the vertical axis where θ1 represents the hip angle and θ2 represents
the knee angle. If the hip and knee motors are connected in series, θ2 in Figure 2.2 is
replaced with the following expression: θ1 + θ2. This is particularly important when
reading encoder values from the knee motor. For this thesis, however, it is assumed








Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of hopping robot leg model.
In Figure 2.2, M represents the hip mass, m1 is the thigh link mass, m2 is the shank
link mass, L1 is the thigh link length, and L2 is the shank link length.
One major benefit to obtaining the kinematic equations through geometry as opposed
to another method such as the Denvait-Hartenberg [9] method for manipulators, is
that this method allows for the computation of the velocity and acceleration for each
component.
The equation describing the positions of the components is given by the following:
x = f(Θ) (2.1)
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where x represents a vector containing the components’ positions: [xM yM xm1 ym1 xm2 ym2]
T ,
and Θ represents a vector of the joint positions: [θ1 θ2]
T . The full set of equations is
written can be found in Equation set A.1.
By taking the derivative with respect to time of Equation set 2.1, the velocity of each
component is found:
ẋ = f(Θ̇) (2.2)
where ẋ represents a vector containing the components’ velocities: [ẋM ẏM ẋm1 ẏm1 ẋm2 ẏm2]
T ;
and Θ̇ represents a vector containing the joint velocities:[θ̇1 θ̇2]
T . The full set of equa-
tions for the component velocities can be found in Equation set A.2.
2.2.2 Energy Methods
Using the velocity equations found from the kinematic model, it is clear that energy
methods such as Lagrangian mechanics require less intermediate calculations. Deter-
mining the equations of motion with classical mechanics such as Newtonian mechanics
would require additional equations and diagrams to determine intermediate reaction
forces.
The Lagrangian, L, is a function which determines the difference between the kinetic
energy, T , and potential energy, V , of the system.
L = T − V (2.3)
The first step to formulating the Lagrangian for the leg is determining the kinetic
energy of the hip mass, thigh link, and shank link. In addition to the kinetic energy
14
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The thigh link experiences general motion,therefore both the rotational and transla-
tional kinetic energies of the link are considered.
Similarly, the potential energy for each component is found. The origin is placed
below the hip mass. The equations defined for the vertical distances in equation set
2.1 yield:
V = Σmigyi (2.5)
where V is the sum of the potential energy for each individual component in the robot
(ie the hip mass, thigh link, shank link).
To simplify modeling during stance, the assumption is made that the foot does not
slip during stance. The holonomic constraint preventing the foot from slipping is
defined by the following equation:
L1S1 + L2S2 = xTD (2.6)
where the shorthand for the trigonometric functions are as follows:
Ci = cos(θi) ; Si = sin(θi), i = 1, 2.
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By multiplying the constraint function, ψ, by the Lagrange multiplier, the system
will attempt to minimize the Lagrange multiplier, λ, when solving the equations of
motion. Physically, this term represents the torque applied by the ground reaction
force on each of the joints to keep the foot in place.
To find the equations of motion from the Lagrangian and the holonomic constraint,













In Equation 2.7, L stands for the Lagrangian, qi represents one of the degrees of
freedom of the system, Qi represents the generalized non-conservative forces applied
to qi, and λi is the Lagrange multiplier for each constraint equation, ψi. Although,
the leg is restricted to movement in one degree of freedom, there are two degrees of
freedom in the joint space: θ1 and θ2. The non-conservative forces applied to each
degree of freedom are the torques generated by the joints respective motors: τ1 and
τ2. As mentioned previously, if the motors are linked in series, the knee joint torque
is described with the following expression: τ1 + τ2.
B(Θ)X + C(Θ, Θ̇)Y +D(Θ) = τ ∗ (2.8)
In this format, the significance of the individual matrices can be defined. The B(Θ)
matrix represents the generalized inertia matrix, C(Θ, Θ̇) represents the forces due
to the Coriolis effect and centripetal acceleration, and the D(Θ) matrix represents
the gravity force vector. For the detailed equations of motion, see the appendix. Ad-
ditionally, the vector, X, represents the joint accelerations and Lagrange multiplier:
[Θ̈, λ]T ; and Y represents a vector containing the joint velocities:[Θ̇, λ]T . Finally, τ ∗
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represents the vector containing the motor torques which also account for the con-
straint. Note that the detailed form of Equation 2.8 can be found in the Appendix
at Equation A.13.
In order to find the joint accelerations and the value of the Lagrange multiplier in
2.8, the inertia matrix, B(Θ), must be invertible. To make the bottom row match the
right most column in the inertia matrix, the second derivative with respect to time




+ L1C1θ̈1 − L2S2θ̇2
2
+ L2C2θ̈2 (2.9)
2.3 Flight State Equations
When the robot is not in contact with the ground, the robot experiences projectile
motion in the global reference frame. Within the non-inertial reference frame of the
hip mass, the hip mass appears to be fixed; therefore, the system can be analyzed
as an actuated double-pendulum. Solving for the kinetic energy of the robot during
flight yields the same expression as during stance (Equation 2.4). The velocity of the
link,VL, can be described in terms of the hip mass velocity,VM , and the velocity of
the link relative to the mass,VM/L:
VL/M + VM = VL




















L/M,n + 2ẏM ẏL/M,n) (2.10)
Note the 2ẏM ẏL/M,n term emerges when the square of the linkage velocity, (ẏL/M +
ẏM)
2, is calculated. Similarly, the potential energy of the system relative to the global
reference frame is written in terms of the hip mass height, resulting in the following
equation:














By finding the Lagrangian, L = T − V , the equations of motion are found for the
hip motor acceleration, knee motor acceleration, and the hip mass acceleration. The
detailed derivation can be found in Appendix A.3. It was found that there are terms
in the equation of motion for the linkages that are more complex than just the super-
position of the equations for projectile motion. This is primarily due to the coupled
term in the kinetic energy of the system, ẏM ẏL/M,n. It is not guaranteed that the hip
mass solely experiences projectile motion, however it is known that the composite
center of mass of the robot does. Future calculations of the robot during flight that
relates values to the composite center of mass may yield better results.
2.3.1 Double Pendulum
Position control will be implemented during the flight phase to return the leg to its
touchdown orientation, therefore a dynamic leg of the model must be established for
flight.
The equations of motion for the leg during flight are found using the Lagrangian.
By placing the origin at the hip mass, the equations of motion for the hip mass are
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equal to zero. It is assumed the linkages move identically to the robot during stance,
therefore, the same set of equations (Equation sets 2.1 and 2.2) describing the position
and velocity of the linkages are used.
M
Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of hopping robot leg model during
flight.
Using the equations for the velocity of the components the following equation is
written for the kinetic energy of the leg relative to the hip mass. By finding the
velocities relative to the hip mass, the overall velocity of the leg during the flight
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The main difference between the kinetic energy equation derived for the flight state as
opposed to the stance state is that it does not account for the velocity of the hip mass.
Similarly, the hip mass is not considered in the equation for the potential energy of
the leg.
V = m1gy1 +m2gy2 (2.13)
By using the derived equations for the energies in the Lagrange equations, the equa-
tion for the acceleration of the links during flight can be determined.
B(Θ)Θ̈ + C(Θ, Θ̇)Θ̇ +D(Θ) = τ (2.14)
B(θ) =
 14L21(m1 + 4m2) 12L1L2m2 cos(θ1 − θ2)
1
2





12L1L2m2θ̇2 sin(θ1 − θ2) −12L1L2m2θ̇2 sin(θ1 − θ2)
1
2








Since the hip mass appears to be fixed for this dynamic model, the hip mass term
does not appear in the equations of motion.
2.4 Conservation of Momentum - Flight to Stance
When the foot touches the ground with an initial velocity, v0, angular momentum
about the foot is assumed to be conserved.
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Figure 2.4: Impulse momentum schematic for the robot during the tran-
sition from the flight phase to the stance phase.
This yields the following equations to determine the initial conditions for stance:
Lflight = ~ro/M × (M~vyo) + ~ro/m1 × (m1~vyo) + ~ro/m2 × (m2~vyo) (2.15)
Lstance = ~ro/M × (M~vM) + I1θ̇1 + ~ro/m1 × (m1~vm1) + I2θ̇2 + ~ro/m2 × (m2~vm2) (2.16)
All distances are measured from the origin of the robot (located at the base. See
Figure 2.2) to the component of interest. The velocities during stance are found by
equating Equation 2.15 to Equation 2.16 such that Lflight = Lstance.
2.5 Ground Reaction Force
The vertical component of the ground reaction force (GRF) is the main force that
propels the robot in the vertical direction. The figure below contains both the free
body diagram and mass-acceleration diagram of the robot.
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Figure 2.5: Free-body diagram and respective mass-acceleration diagram
of hopping leg model.
In Figure 2.5, Rx represents the reaction force from the slider, W represents the
weight of the respective component, Fx is the fore-aft component of the GRF, and
Fy is the vertical component of the GRF.
To determine the vertical component of the GRF, the following equation is used:
Fy −Wtotal = Σ(mÿ) (2.17)
The vertical acceleration, ÿ, for each component is found by taking the time derivative
of the vertical velocity equations from equation set 2.2.















By using the current states of the system, θ, θ̇, and θ̈, the total vertical acceleration




By adding the total weight of the robot to the vertical acceleration of the robot, the
vertical component of the GRF is found.
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Chapter 3
NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF HOPPING ROBOT
3.1 Overview
This next chapter will discuss the two models developed to numerically simulate
the locomotion of the robot. The first section will focus on the development of the
Simulink/Stateflow model. The second section will focus on using Simscape Multi-
body to create a multibody simulation of the robot.
3.2 MATLAB Implementation
To simulate the dynamics of the leg, the equations of motion will be implemented into
MATLAB/Simulink. Since the flight state and stance state use different equations
of motion, two separate Simulink models must be created. To link the two models
together, they are placed in a Stateflow chart. Stateflow is a Simulink add-on which
allows the solver to switch between two distinct Simulink diagrams based on transition
conditions. These conditions are defined by the user and typically involve a state
crossing a threshold value (for example, the foot touching the ground where yfoot =
0). Additionally, when transitioning between models, Stateflow can execute user-
defined actions such as overwriting states of the system with calculated values from
a MATLAB function.
To define states, a state name must be provided to the integrator block in the specific
Simulink model. For variables that are accessible anywhere throughout the diagram,
”data store read/write” blocks are utilized within the model.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of Stateflow chart in Simulink. Note: the overall
layout of the block diagram is similar to a state transition diagram.
The solid blue dot connected to the ”Flight” block signifies where the solver begins,
initializing the robot in the flight state. While solving the model, Stateflow constantly
checks to see if the transition condition out of the state is satisfied. For the model
seen in Figure 3.1, there are two transition conditions out of the flight state and one
transition condition out of the stance state. Stateflow currently switches from the
flight to stance Simulink model when the foot touches the ground and the robot is
traveling downwards. To switch from the stance to flight Simulink model, Stateflow
checks for when the GRF is equal to zero and the robot is traveling upwards. The
final switching condition in the Stateflow chart stops the simulation when the robot
has completed a user-defined number of strides specified in the variable, hopCount.
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3.2.1 Stance State
To determine the accelerations of the joints, as well as the value of the Lagrange


















Integrator blocks in the Simulink model are used to determine the velocity and posi-
tion of the joints. The initial conditions for the integrator blocks are defined within
the MATLAB script.
Since the leg experiences a sudden change of velocity during impact, the Cartesian
position, velocity ,and acceleration of the components are determined algebraically
instead of using derivative or integrator blocks. Equation sets 2.1, 2.2, and 2.18 are
implemented in a ’MATLAB function’ block to calculate the aforementioned values.
3.2.2 Flight State
During flight, the leg experiences projectile motion, therefore, the acceleration of
the leg is the constant acceleration due to gravity, 9.81 m
s2
downwards. By integrat-
ing the acceleration, the velocity and position of the robot is found. The initial
conditions of the integrator blocks during flight are provided by the transition func-
tion, Stance2Flight. Additionally, a MATLAB function is used to implement the
equations of the double pendulum, calculating the joint positions,velocities, and ac-
celerations for the duration of stance.
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3.2.3 Transition Functions
During the transition from flight to stance, the Flight2Stance function is executed.
This function implements the equations for the conservation of angular momentum
derived in Equation 2.15 and Equation 2.16. The output of the function provides the
initial conditions used for the integrator blocks in the stance state Simulink model.
During the transition from stance to flight, the Stance2Flight function is executed.
This function transfers the values of the states in the stance Simulink model to the
respective states in the flight Simulink model. This is done through the use of the
’state reader’ and ’state writer’ blocks.
3.3 Simscape Multibody Modeling
The Simulink toolbox Simscape Multibody allows for three-dimensional simulations
of the robot. Simscape Multibody allows users to define mechanical systems by using
blocks that define the global frame, joints, constraints, force elements, and sensors
within the model. Simscape then generates the equations of motion for the robot and
simulates the system in the user-defined environment. To allow for realistic modeling
of the environment, parameters such as the environment stiffness, ke, environment
damping, kd, and the coefficients of friction,µs and µk, between the environment and
the points of contact can be defined. Additionally, different joint parameters can be
defined within Simscape Multibody. This includes joint damping, upper and lower
limits to joint position, and joint stiffness.
Due to the ”realistic” modeling of the leg, the assumption that the foot does not slip
during stance is not made. Additionally, the Simscape© model handles the transitions
between the flight and stance phases without the need for user defined functions.
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Unlike the Stateflow© model, angular momentum is not necessarily conserved during
the transition from flight to stance, allowing energy loss to occur during impact.
3.3.1 Defining the environment
Before importing the model of the robot, the environment must be defined. Initially,
a reasonably large value is chosen for the environment stiffness. By looking at data
tables, values for the coefficients of static and kinetic friction can be selected for the
surface of the environment and the material of the robot that makes contact with the
ground.
For the simulation the following values were selected to be the values for the environ-
ment:
Table 3.1: Physical parameters of the environment.
Parameter Value Units
Environment Contact Stiffness 4E5 N/m
Environment Contact Damping 4E4 N/(m/s)
Coefficient of Static Friction 0.9
Coefficient of Kinetic Friction 0.8
Coefficient of Dynamic Friction 0.1 m/s
The contact stiffness and damping values were arbitrarily selected for the following
simulations. In the future, physical testing of the robot leg can provide a better
estimation of the stiffness/damping of the environment. The coefficients of friction
were determined by assuming that the robot’s foot was made of rubber and the ground
consisted of asphalt.
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3.3.2 Creating solid models
For initial testing of the leg model, simple rectangular prisms were generated within
Simulink.The mass of the link was concentrated at a point in the center of the model
for both links. This is particularly useful when comparing the performance of the
Stateflow against the Simscape model.
Figure 3.2: Example of 3D body defined within Simscape Multibody. Note
that the dimensions of the block are defined within an external MATLAB
script.
Once the results from the Simscape model were validated against the Stateflow model,
the CAD model for the robot is imported into Simscape. The first option to importing
the CAD model is by exporting the Solidworks assembly using the Simscape add-on
for Solidworks. This converts the Solidworks assembly file, to a functional Simscape
multibody model based on the mates defined within the assembly.
For this thesis, another method was used. By saving the CAD files as STEP files,
the STEP files can be directly imported into the ”solid file” block in Simscape. Since
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Figure 3.3: Example of importing 3D body from Solidworks into Simscape
Multibody.
the parts are loaded in individually, the corresponding relationships (mates) are ex-
plicitly defined using rigid transform and joint blocks in Simscape. Once the model
is imported, it is crucial to note the location and orientation of the origin. The origin
affects the placement of the part into the model as well as any subsequent blocks at-
tached to the model. The inertial properties of the model can also be defined within
this block. The first option is by importing the mass properties from the file itself.
For example, if the part is defined to be made of aluminum in Solidworks, Simscape
will assign the part with density of aluminum. The second option is to use a custom
density value. In this case, the mass properties are not defined for the CAD model
and therefore, the density is user-defined. Finally, the mass can be defined as a point
mass located at the origin of the part
3.3.3 Axes/Joint definitions
The global reference frame in Simscape defines X and Y as the in-plane axes, where
z is the out-of-plane/vertical axis. In order to place solid bodies and joints in the
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correct orientation within the model, the axes must be transformed using the ’axis
transformation’ block. This blocks allows for both rotation around a single axis, as
well as translation in one of the local coordinates. By placing multiple ’axis transfor-
mation’ blocks in series, the joint/solid model can be placed in the correct location
and orientation. Each joint in Simscape multibody states the direction of actuation
in its local coordinate system. For example, revolute joints with Simscape multibody
rotate around the current z-axis. The orientation of the local axes can be adjusted
with the ’rigid body transformation’ block.
Similar to the Stateflow model, the initial conditions for the robot are defined within
the joint blocks. These are referred to as ’state targets’ of the joint and allow the user
to either provide an initial position and/or velocity to the joint. Additionally, users
can define the upper and lower limit of the joint, and the damping due to the motor.
3.3.3.1 Joint actuation
There are two modes of actuation for revolute joints within Simscape. The first
method is to provide the joint with a trajectory of desired angles. The joint block
will then calculate the necessary torque to move the joint to the desired position. The
second mode of actuation is to provide a torque signal to the joint block. Similarly,
the joint block calculates the motion generated by the torque.
For the Simscape model, a torque signal will be provided the hip and knee joints.
This prevents the robot from outputting unrealistic torque values and allows control
of the torque entering the model as well.
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3.3.4 Contact forces
One major advantage to modeling the robot within Simscape is that a force sensor
can be placed on the foot to detect collision with the ground. The ’spatial contact
force’ block within Simscape allows two solid bodies to detect contact with each
other, generating a force when the two bodies collide. Environmental properties such
as environmental stiffness and damping are defined within the ’spatial contact force’
block.
To determine the contact force between the foot and ground, a sphere is placed at
the end of the rectangular prism. This ensures that the contact force is always in the
vertical direction.
Figure 3.4: Using the spatial contact force block in Simscape to detect
collisions between the robot’s foot and the ground. Note: ’Spherical Solid
1’ represents the foot of the robot in the Simscape model.
The following schematic generates the following 3D model in the Mechanics Explorer
in MATLAB:
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Figure 3.5: 3D representation of the system represented in Figure 3.4.
For the CAD representation of the foot, one large ball was placed at the end of the
shank link. This acts similarly to the 4-sphere set up for the rectangular links.
3.3.5 Sensors
To determine the hip mass location in the principle directions, a sensor is connected
to the hip mass relative to the ground. Revolute joints in Simscape allow the user
to monitor the position and velocity of the joint, similar to physical motors with en-
coders. The spatial contact force block mentioned earlier also outputs the magnitude
of the force when collision is detected between the two specified solid bodies.
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3.3.6 Outputs
The ’to workspace’ block in Simulink works exactly the same way in Simscape as
it does in Simulink. Any signal connected to the ’to workspace’ block allows the
user to use the simulation output data in the MATLAB script. In addition to being
able to read the sensor output data, Simscape Multi-body automatically generates
an animation for the system in the built-in ”Mechanics Explorer” (Figure 3.6).
Figure 3.6: Still frame from from Simscape Multibody animation for robot
CAD model.
3.3.7 Modeling considerations: Stateflow comparison
In order to validate the numerical simulation produced by the Stateflow model with
the Simscape model, the Simscape robot must resemble the Stateflow model. Since
the Stateflow model does not account for the thickness of the links, and assumes the
foot to be infinitesimally small, small values must be used for the diameter of the
foot and the thickness of the links. This allows both models to transition to stance
at the same height, assuming the robot returns to its touchdown orientation prior
to touching the ground. Additionally, ensure that any masses within the model are
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assumed to be point masses located at the center of the block. Finally, any damping
terms in the joints are set equal to zero.





The following chapter will discuss the linearization process, and the controller design
for both the flight and stances states. In addition to the proposed method of control
for the stance state, others will be considered for implementation in the future or as
an alternate approach.
4.1 Overview
During flight, it is necessary to return the robot a desired touchdown orientation so
that it can maintain a steady gait. This is accomplished by implementing position
control during the flight phase. To model the response of the robot during stance as
a mass-damper-spring system, impedance control is implemented during the stance
phase. The Simscape© model switches between the two controllers depending on the
location of the foot. While the foot is in the air, position control is implemented,
switching to impedance control the moment the foot makes contact with the ground.
Instead of designing a single controller that works for both phases of locomotion,
this method of control assigns two different control strategies to the flight and stance
phase, switching based on the state of the robot.
4.2 Feedback Linearization
Since the hopping leg model is inherently a nonlinear system, traditional linear control
theory cannot immediately be applied to the system. By reformatting the equations
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of motion such that the states of the robot (Θ, Θ̇) are being solved for, the nonlinear
terms can be fed back to the model. These nonlinear terms include those related
to the Coriolis effect, centripetal acceleration, gravity, and the holonomic constraint











Figure 4.1: Implementation of model-based feedback linearization for the
flight phase.
During the stance phase, the terms due to the holonomic constraint,E(Θ), are also
considered:
B(Θ)Θ̈ + C(Θ, Θ̇)Θ̇ +D(Θ) =
τ1
τ2
+ E(Θ) [λ] (4.1)
To determine the nonlinear components for feedback linearization, Equation 4.1 is
solved for the motor torques. As seen in the appendix, B,C,D,E all contain non-
linear terms which are fed back to the plant. Removing the nonlinear terms yields
the linearized inertia matrix, Blin. The control effort calculated by the controller is
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multiplied by the linearized matrix prior to feeding back to the system plant:
Blin(Θ)(u




where BNL(Θ) contains the non-linear terms inside of the inertia matrix and u∗ is the
control effort calculated by the controller. Another proposed method for linearizing
the equations of motion involve evaluating the system about an operating point.
When the model is linearized about an operating the point, the poles are only known
for that configuration. As soon as the links begin to move, the poles change, requiring
a different set of gains to fix the poles in the same location. By using feedback
linearization, this could be used to create a robust controller that outputs a favorable
response despite the movement of the poles.
4.3 Flight State: Position Control
As mentioned previously, the leg is modeled similarly to an actuated double pendulum
during the flight state. By implementing position control for the double pendulum
model, the leg can return to the touchdown angle during each hop in the air. The main
requirement is that the leg returns to its touchdown position in about 0.1 seconds.
This value provides a factor of safety such that the leg will always be in the touchdown
orientation when the foot touches the ground. By removing the nonlinear terms from
the feedback linearization and implementing a PD controller the following equation
can be written:







E = Θref − Θmeas
Ė = Θ̇ref − Θ̇meas
Blin(Θ) =





Θref represents the desired touchdown angle for the respective robot joint. For the
duration of testing during this thesis, Θref was the same as the initial joint positions of
the robot. Θ̇ref represents the desired motor velocities. The links should stop moving
before transitioning out of the flight phase, therefore, the desired joint velocities
during flight are set equal to 0 radians per second. To tune the PD controller, the
proportional gain, Kp, adjusts the percent overshoot of the response and the derivative
gain , Kd, adjusts the rise time of the controller.
4.4 Stance State: Impedance Control
There are multiple control strategies available during stance, with a few examples
listed below:
• Fuel optimal control
• Force control
• Optimal control based on GRF profile
• Impedance control (w/ force feedback)
Since the system is an over-actuated robot, force control is difficult to implement.
When implementing force control for manipulators, a Cartesian decoupling scheme
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allows the forces to be transformed from a Cartesian frame to the joint space. The
Cartesian decoupling scheme, however, is not viable for over-actuated manipulators
since the solution is non-unique. Holding a motor at a constant angle can conse-
quently reduce the degrees of freedom in the joint space, allowing force control to be
implemented. This requires the active motor to produce a large torque to produce the
desired force, possibly excessively wearing down the motor. Recall that the SLIP is a
common model when describing legged locomotion [7]. Impedance control allows the
response of the robot to follow that of a mass-damper-spring system during stance,
taking inspiration from the SLIP model.
When there is deviation from the reference trajectory, a force response is produced
based on the systems impedance. In contrast to motion control, this method does
not need a predetermined path for the end effector to follow. Instead, a reference
position/velocity are defined within the control law.
Recall the equation to describe the dynamics of the system:
B(Θ)Θ̈ + C(Θ, Θ̇)Θ̇ +D(Θ) = Ta + Te (4.4)
where Ta is a vector of the actuator torques and Te is a vector containing the envi-
ronmental torques. To replicate the behavior of spring with stiffness matrix, Kj and
a dashpot with damping matrix, Bj, the control can be written as:
Ta(Θ, Θ̇) = Kj(Θo − Θ) +Bj(Θ̇o − Θ̇) (4.5)
When using the control law stated above, however, the stiffness and damping experi-
enced at the foot vary with the robot’s pose. Using the forward kinematic equations,
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where X = L(Θ) that relates the joint angles to end-effector position (and orien-
tation), the time derivative which relates to robot velocity to end-effector velocity,
Ẋ = J(Θ)Θ̇, and the following transformation to express the end-effector forces to
the actuator torques, Ta = J
t(Θ)Fe, a modified control law can be developed.
Ta(xo, ẋo.Θ, Θ̇o) = J













Since the Jacobian is used to transform the system from Cartesian coordinates to the





The following chapter will discuss the results from the MATLAB simulation and the
comparison between the physical and simulated model.
5.1 Overview
Two different tools for numerical simulation of the robot’s locomotion are developed:
the Stateflow© model and the Simscape© multibody model. The Stateflow© model
represents an idealized version of the Simscape© model, while the Simscape© model
provides a more realistic simulation of the leg in a 3D environment. By validating
the simulation data of the Simscape© model with the Stateflow© simulation data,
further research can be pursued in the Simscape© model.
5.2 Energy Analysis
To verify the correct equations were derived from the Lagrangian of the system,
the free response of the Stateflow© model is analyzed. If the equations are set up
correctly within the model, the total energy of the system should remain constant for
the duration of the simulation.
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Figure 5.1: Plotting the kinetic energy and potential energy of the robot
against time to verify the equations of motion.
The total energy does not change for the duration of simulation, as seen in Figure
5.1; therefore, it is concluded that the correct equations of motion were derived from
the Lagrangian.
5.3 Constant Torque
Prior to adding control during the stance state, a constant torque is applied to the
hip and knee joints. Since this is an uncontrolled method of testing the model, the
leg is unable to maintain a steady hopping gait. By plotting the simulation results
from the first few gaits, however, one can determine if the model is working correctly.
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Table 5.1: Tabulated dimensions and initial conditions of legged robot to
test simulation.
Parameter Value Units
Length of Thigh Link, L1 .3 m
Length of Shank Link, L2 .3 m
Mass of Thigh Link, m1 .2 kg
Mass of Shank Link, m2 .2 kg
Mass of Hip Mass, M .7 kg
Initial Hip Angle, θ1,o π/4 rad
Initial Knee Angle, θ2,o −π/4 rad
Initial Vertical Velocity, ẏo 0 m/s
Hip Motor Torque, τ1 -6 N/m
Knee Motor Torque, τ2 6 N/m






Figure 5.2: Plotting the simulation results for the hip and foot displace-
ment for the first two strides.
Based on Figure 5.2, the leg transitions from the stance to the flight state when the
foot leaves the ground. Upon further inspection, the effect of the impact on the leg
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is apparent during the transition from the flight to stance state where the hip mass
and foot displacement curves have sharp corners at the points of transition.






Figure 5.3: Plotting the simulation results for the hip and knee angles for
the first two hops.
Since the torque applied to the leg is constant, the leg will keep hopping until it
reaches an equilibrium gait or ultimately fails. To ensure the leg does not actuate
with torques larger than the selected motors can physically produce, a saturation
block is placed within the model.The value for the saturation block is selected based
on the physical limit of the selected DC motor for the robot. This allows the leg
model to fail, and collapse if the touchdown velocity is too high.
Also, note in Figure 5.3 the shape of the angle profile over time. When the leg is in
the stance state, the leg appears to follow the trajectory of a parabola. When the leg
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is in the flight state however, the profile for each angle appears to be an over-damped
second-order system.







Figure 5.4: Plotting the simulation results for the vertical component of
the ground reaction profile for one stride.
5.4 Stable Gaits
Provided an optimal set of initial conditions, the hopping robot can achieve a steady
hopping gait without the need for a controller during the stance state. By applying a
constant torque to the motors during the stance state, the leg will eventually stabilize
into a steady hopping gait.
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Figure 5.5: Plotting the phase trajectory of the hopping robot to prove
stability.
From Figure 5.5, it is clear when the leg makes the transition from the flight to the
stance state since due to the sudden change in vertical velocity without a change
in position. This is the calculation done by the MATLAB function which assumes
angular momentum is conserved during impact. The phase trajectory of the leg also
shows how the hopping robot attains a stable gait as the trajectory finds a stable
”orbit” and remains there for the next consecutive hops. Of course, if disturbance
forces are introduced, the leg will take a longer time to attain stability.
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5.5 Animation
To further visualilze the data, an animation is created to view the response of the
system in real time. In order to animate the leg close to real-time, the data from the
simulation is interpolated such that data is found at intervals of tframe where:
tframe = 1/fps
Figure 5.6: Still frame of animation produced by simulation results.







This following section focused on the effect of the distribution of the mass through
the leg model. By holding the total mass constant of the leg, the code can consider
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different ratios of the mass of the hip to the mass of the links. The following table
lists the physical parameters of the leg for the test:
Parameter Value Units
Length of Thigh Link, L1 .3 m
Length of Shank Link, L2 .3 m
Initial Hip Angle, θ1,o π/6 rad
Initial Knee Angle, θ2,o −π/6 rad
Initial Vertical Velocity, ẏo 0 m/s
Total Mass of Robot 2 kg
Hip Motor Torque, τ1 -6 N/m
Knee Motor Torque, τ2 6 N/m
Table 5.2: Tabulated dimensions and initial conditions of legged robot for
mass distribution test.






Figure 5.7: Plotting the relationship between the hip mass ratio and apex
height while the total mass of the robot, mtotal is held constant.
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From Figure 5.7, it is concluded that as the hip mass constitutes more of the total
mass of the leg, the apex height increases. Consequently, it appears that when the
mass of the robot is concentrated towards the links, it is difficult for the robot to
propel itself further into the air, provided the same constant torque to the knee and
hip joints.
The second test will determine how the offset of the foot affects the apex height of
the robot, provided the same constant torque for each simulation.
5.7 Comparison of Models
To determine the validity of the Stateflow© and Simscape© model, the simulation
data from both are compared against each other. As stated in the modeling chapter,
all solid bodies in the Simscape© model must be assumed to be point masses in order
to stay consistent with the Stateflow© model. The following initial conditions are
provided to both models:
Table 5.3: Tabulated dimensions and initial conditions of legged robot for
comparison of Stateflow© and Simscape© models.
Parameter Value Units
Length of Thigh Link, L1 .3 m
Length of Shank Link, L2 .3 m
Initial Hip Angle, θ1,o π/6 rad
Initial Knee Angle, θ2,o −π/6 rad
Initial Vertical Velocity, ẏo 0 m/s
Hip Mass 0.7 kg
Thigh Link Mass 0.2 kg
Shank Link Mass 0.2 kg
Hip Motor Torque, τ1 -5 N/m
Knee Motor Torque, τ2 5 N/m
Both models are released at the touchdown orientation where the hip angle is π/6
and the knee angle is −π/6. To accommodate for the thickness of the Simscape©
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solid model, the distance between the ground and the center of the foot is subtracted
from the output data.






Figure 5.8: Plotting the vertical displacement of the hip mass for the
Simscape© model against the Stateflow© model.
Since the Stateflow© model is an idealized model of the legged robot, it is expected
that there are slight discrepancies between the two different models. Additionally, the
error that forms can also be due to modeling inconsistencies between the Stateflow©
and Simscape© model. The Simscape© model does a more effective job at modeling
the leg in a realistic environment. For example, the contact stiffness, contact damping,
and coefficient of static/kinetic friction of the environment must be assigned to the
solid body representing the ground. In the Stateflow© model, it is assumed that the
foot does not slip, however, it is possible for slight slip to exist in the Stateflow©
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model. Over time, however, the two models start to disagree, as seen in the figure
below:






Figure 5.9: Plotting the hip mass displacement for the Stateflow© and
Simscape© model over a prolonged period of time.
Figure 5.9 shows that once both models achieve a steady hopping gait, the error
between the two models remains constant, resulting in a constant phase difference
between the two models.
The first probable reason why the error is formed may be due to how each model
handles impact. In Figure 5.8, the Simscape© model displaces lower during the
Stateflow© model during the first stance phase. The Stateflow© model assumes that
momentum is conserved during impact, therefore, there is a sudden change in the
vertical velocity during impact, as seen in the figure below.
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Figure 5.10: Comparing the hip mass velocity during the first stride for
the Stateflow© and Simscape© model.
Furthermore, it is found that the angular velocity of the Simscape© model is higher
than the Stateflow© model during impact. When the model transitions from flight
to stance in the Stateflow© model, angular momentum is assumed to be conserved.
This causes a sudden change in vertical hip mass velocity and joint velocities. The
Simscape© model does not make any assumptions, allowing the foot to slip during
impact and throughout the duration of stance.
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Figure 5.11: Plotting the horizontal displacement of the foot during stance
for the Simscape© model.
In Figure 5.11, the foot is slipping during stance, consequently losing energy to the
environment due to slipping. Additionally, right before the robot transitions from
stance to flight, there is a quicker slip of the foot. Friction is a function of the vertical
component of the GRF, so it is possible that the leg slips right before it leaves the
ground.
In Figure 5.12, the difference in initial angular velocities is observed, however, the
duration of stance is nearly identical for both models.
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Figure 5.12: Comparing the hip motor velocity during the first stride for
the Stateflow© and Simscape© model.
By plotting the vertical component of the GRF from the Simscape© simulation data
against the Stateflow© data, it is concluded that Simscape© determines the velocity
and acceleration of the components by deriving the position with respect to time.
When Simscape© attempts to take the time derivative of velocity during impact, a
large spike in magnitude occurs due to the sharp corner during the transition from
flight to stance.
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Figure 5.13: Plotting the vertical component of the ground reaction force
for the Simscape© model against the Stateflow© model.
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Figure 5.14: Examining the impact peaks of the Simscape© model when
the solid model of the foot collides with the ground.
The force data plotted in Figure 5.14 is taken directly from the force sensor block
connected to the foot in the Simscape© model. Although the spike occurs for an
infinitesimally small period of time, this will cause an issue in the Simscape© model
if the controller relies on integral gain. Additionally, the magnitude and time span
of the GRF profiles are not in agreement with each other. To investigate further, the
joint angles will be plotted against time.
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Figure 5.15: Plotting the joint angles against time for both numerical
simulations of the hopping robot.
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As seen in Figure 5.15, the transition from stance to flight is smooth in the Stateflow©
simulation. Contrarily, the leg chatters during the transition from stance to flight in
the Simscape© simulation. This chatter occurs when the leg ”kicks back” prior to
fully entering the flight phase, as seen in the animation produced by Simscape©
multibody. The kickback occurs when the foot slips right before transitioning from
the stance phase to the flight phase.
To better model the physical prototype, the model can be solved using a fixed time
step solver with a step size equal to the refresh rate of the micro-controller. This will
allow for more realistic modeling of the hopping robot in the test environment and
allow for the design of discrete control algorithms.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE STEPS
6.1 Conclusion
Although there was not enough time to compare the simulation data to the test data
of the prototype, it can be said with confidence that the Stateflow model simulates
the leg relatively well. Despite the assumptions made for the Stateflow model such
as simplifying the masses of the components as point masses and assuming that the
foot does not slip during stance, it is a good alternative to the Simscape model if it
is desired to do model-based control. Additionally, by adjusting the distribution of
mass of the robot in the Stateflow model, it was determined that the inertial effects
of the links could not be ignored. When the total mass of the robot is held constant,
there is a nearly linear relationship between the apex height of the leg and the hip
mass.
For a realistic simulation of the leg, it is recommended to use the Simscape model.
The Simscape model accounts for energy loss in the motors, possible slipping of the
foot, and the contact stiffness/damping of the environment. The main disadvantage
to using the Simscape model, however, is how the user defines the environment’s
parameters. The contact stiffness and damping of the environment will vary from
location to location, and therefore, it is difficult to determine accurate values for the
environment which ultimately affect the energy loss of the system. Other unknown
values include the coefficients of friction between the environment and the foot. Al-
though tables are available for different types of contact surfaces, it is recommended
that the specific coefficient of friction is found for the specific test surface.
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The first recommendation is to define the leg model in robot simulation software
such as Gazebo. This allows the model to be exported as an .xml or universal robot
definition file (URDF) that can be imported into Simscape Multibody. Gazebo can
also offer specialized simulations for interactions with the environment such as motion
planning for complex environments with obstacles and slopes.
6.2.2 Physical Prototype Testing
Due to COVID-19, physical prototyping of the leg was delayed as researchers were
unable to meet on campus to manufacture and test the robot. Once a physical
prototype of the leg is manufactured, the control algorithms developed in this thesis
can be pushed to the robot hardware using Simulink© Real-Time and a Speedgoat©
real-time target machine. This will allow for real time simulation of the Simscape©
and/or Stateflow© model while plotting the results from the physical robot. By
comparing the simulation data to the empirical data, both mathematical models of
the hopping robot can be validated.
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6.2.3 2 DoF Model
Once the Simscape data is verified against the prototype test data, the next step is
to add another degree-of-freedom to the leg. This is accomplished by attaching the
robot to a planarizer. The planarizer constrains the motion of the hopping robot to
a circular path such that it’s range of motion effectively forms a hemisphere around
the planarizer base.
Figure 6.1: CAD rendering of the robot leg attached to the planarizer [2].
When the leg is moving in 2 degrees-of-freedom it is necessary to understand the
initial conditions which will produce stable gaits. The two critical factors to produce
a steady gait include the touchdown angle of the leg, and the horizontal speed when
the leg transitions from the flight to the stance state. By modeling the robot leg as
a spring loaded inverted pendulum (SLIP) and simulating the system in Stateflow,
similarly to this project, the effect of the initial conditions on the system can be
determined.
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Figure 6.2: Plotting the possible touchdown angles that result in a stable
gait, with coloring to show the differences in speed when transitioning
from flight to stance.
From Figure 6.2, there is a negative correlation between the touchdown angle and the
horizontal velocity of the leg. For example, the leg requires more speed to maintain a
steady gait the larger the touchdown angle is. Once a simulation is designed for the 2
DOF model of the leg, adjustments will be made to the controller during flight, based
on the data found from Figure 6.2. Currently the controller implements position
control during the flight phase, returning to the same angle each time the leg enters
the air. In the future, a function can be written that determines the touchdown angle
of the leg based on the speed of the leg. This controller design has potential to reject
any disturbances to the leg, allowing it to maintain a steady gait.
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6.2.4 Control
Once the leg is able to move in 3 dimensional space, one must consider adverse effects
that must be compensated for in the controllers during the flight and stance states.
6.2.4.1 Flight
Once the leg is unconstrained and mounted on a quadruped robot, it is possible for
the body to not be parallel to the ground. Consequently, although the robot believes
that the leg has reached its desired touchdown angle, the angle is relative to the body
of the robot and not with respect to the global frame. By reading gyro data from
an inertial measurement unit (IMU) during flight, the leg can adjust the touchdown
angle of the leg relative to the global frame, as opposed to the relative frame of the
robot body.
6.2.4.2 Stance
To improve the performance of the impedance controller currently implemented dur-
ing stance, force data from the foot sensor should be fed back to the controller. By
defining the system as a mass-damper-spring system, the desired force of the leg is
calculated with the following equation:
mẍ+ bẋ+ kx = Fd
The modified control law for impedance control now becomes:
Ta(xo, ẋo.Θ, Θ̇o) = J
t(K(xo − L(Θ)) +B(ẋo − J(Θ)Θ̇) +Kf (Fe − Fd)) (6.1)
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where Kf is the proportional force gain and Fe is the force exerted by the foot on the
ground measured by the foot sensor. The desired force profile can be calculated with
different techniques such as through the use of machine learning or neural networks
that allow the robot to adjust its performance based on experimental data. Addi-
tionally, the force profile can be analytically calculated during flight, providing the
desired GRF curve to the controller to follow during stance.
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This appendix shows the detailed derivation for the equations of motion for the robot
during flight and stance.
A.1 Detailed Position/Velocity Equations: Stance
The equations describing the positions are as follows:
xM = 0


















where the shorthand for the trigonometric functions are as follows:
Ci = cos(θi) ; Si = sin(θi), i = 1, 2.
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By taking the derivative with respect to time of the position equations, the velocity
of each component is found.
ẋM = 0


















A.2 Detailed Stance Equations










































2 n = 1,2
Before formatting the equations in matrix form, the EOM for each joint is found.
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After taking the partial derivatives, the Lagrange equations for the leg become:
δL
δθ1





2 cos(θ1) sin(θ1) + (
L1
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=ML2 cos(θ2)θ̇2(L1 sin(θ1)θ̇1 + L2 sin(θ2)θ̇2) +ML2 sin(θ2)(L1 cos(θ1)θ̇1
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+ L1 sin(θ1)θ̈1 + L2 cos(θ2)θ̇2
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Using these equations in addition to the time derivative of the non-holonomic con-



































































−L2gS2(M +m1 + m22 )
0

In this format, the significance of the individual matrices can be defined. The B(θ)
matrix represents the generalized inertia matrix, C(θ, θ̇) represents the forces due to
the Coriolis effect and centrifugal force, and the D(θ) matrix represents the gravity
force vector.
A.3 Double Pendulum Detailed EOM
The following section contains the MATLAB symbolic toolbox script used to find the
detailed equations of motion for the robot during flight.
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syms L_1 L_2 theta_1(t) theta_2(t) M m_1 m_2 I_1 I_2 y_M(t) g tau_1 tau_2
theta_dot_1 = diff(theta_1 ,t);
theta_ddot_1 = diff(theta_1 ,t,t);
theta_dot_2 = diff(theta_2 ,t);
theta_ddot_2 = diff(theta_2 ,t,t);
y_dot_M = diff(y_M ,t);
y_ddot_M = diff(y_M ,t,t);
mtot = m_1 + m_2 + M;
Double pendulum displacement equations relative to hip mass
x_1 = L_1 /2*sin(theta_1);
y_1 = -L_1 /2*cos(theta_1);
x_2 = L_1*sin(theta_1) + L_2/2*sin(theta_2);
y_2 = -L_1*cos(theta_1) - L_2/2*cos(theta_2);
Double pendulum velocity equations relative to hip mass
x_dot_1 = simplify(diff(x_1 ,t));
y_dot_1 = simplify(diff(y_1 ,t));
x_dot_2 = simplify(diff(x_2 ,t));
y_dot_2 = simplify(diff(y_2 ,t));
Calculating the kinetic energy of the system [Global reference frame]
T1 = 1/2*M*y_dot_M ^2;
T2 = 1/2*( I_1*theta_dot_1 ^2 + I_2*theta_dot_2 ^2);
T3 = simplify (1/2* m_1*( x_dot_1 ^2 + (y_dot_1+y_dot_M)^2));
T4 = simplify (1/2* m_2*( x_dot_2 ^2 + (y_dot_2+y_dot_M)^2));
T = simplify(T1+T2+T3+T4);
Calculating the potential energy of the system [Global reference frame]




dLdtheta_1 = subs(diff(subs(L,theta_1 ,sym(’theta_1 ’)), sym(’theta_1 ’)),sym(’theta_1
’),theta_1);
dLdtheta_2 = subs(diff(subs(L,theta_2 ,sym(’theta_2 ’)), sym(’theta_2 ’)),sym(’theta_2
’),theta_2);
dLdyM = subs(diff(subs(L,y_M ,sym(’y_M’)), sym(’y_M’)),sym(’y_M’),y_M);
dLdtheta_dot_1 = subs(diff(subs(L,theta_dot_1 ,sym(’theta_dot_1 ’)), sym(’theta_dot_1
’)),sym(’theta_dot_1 ’),theta_dot_1);
dLdtheta_dot_2 = subs(diff(subs(L,theta_dot_2 ,sym(’theta_dot_2 ’)), sym(’theta_dot_2
’)),sym(’theta_dot_2 ’),theta_dot_2);
dLdy_dot_M = subs(diff(subs(L,y_dot_M ,sym(’y_dot_M ’)), sym(’y_dot_M ’)),sym(’y_dot_M
’),y_dot_M);
eqns = [ diff(dLdtheta_dot_1 ,t) - dLdtheta_1 == tau_1
diff(dLdtheta_dot_2 ,t) - dLdtheta_2 == tau_2
diff(dLdy_dot_M ,t) - dLdyM == 0];
eqns = subs(eqns , ...
[theta_1 theta_dot_1 theta_ddot_1 theta_2 theta_dot_2 theta_ddot_2 y_M y_dot_M
y_ddot_M], ...
[sym(’theta_1 ’) sym(’theta_dot_1 ’) sym(’theta_ddot_1 ’) sym(’theta_2 ’) sym(’
theta_dot_2 ’) sym(’theta_ddot_2 ’) sym(’y_M’) sym(’y_dot_M ’) sym(’y_ddot_M ’) ]);
Subtracting the hip mass (y M) equation from the linkage EOMs
neweqns = [ diff(dLdtheta_dot_1 ,t) - dLdtheta_1 - (diff(dLdy_dot_M ,t) - dLdyM)==
tau_1
diff(dLdtheta_dot_2 ,t) - dLdtheta_2 - (diff(dLdy_dot_M ,t) - dLdyM)== tau_2 ];
neweqns = subs(neweqns , ...
[theta_1 theta_dot_1 theta_ddot_1 theta_2 theta_dot_2 theta_ddot_2 y_M y_dot_M
y_ddot_M], ...
[sym(’theta_1 ’) sym(’theta_dot_1 ’) sym(’theta_ddot_1 ’) sym(’theta_2 ’) sym(’
theta_dot_2 ’) sym(’theta_ddot_2 ’) sym(’y_M’) sym(’y_dot_M ’) sym(’y_ddot_M ’) ]);




 I1 + L12m14 + L12m2 − L1m1 sin(θ1)2 − L1m2 sin (θ1) −L2m2 (sin(θ2)−L1 cos(θ1−θ2))2











 τ1 +M g +M ÿM + g m1 + g m2 +m1 ÿM +m2 ÿM − L1 gm1 sin(θ1)2 − L1 g m2 sin (θ1) − L1m1 ÿM sin(θ1)2 − L1m2 ÿM sin (θ1) + σ3 + σ4 + σ2 − L1 L2m2 θ̇22 sin(θ1−θ2)2 − L1m1 θ̇1 ẏM cos(θ1)2 − L1m2 θ̇1 ẏM cos (θ1) + σ1
τ2 +M g +M ÿM + g m1 + g m2 +m1 ÿM +m2 ÿM − L2 gm2 sin(θ2)2 −
L2m2 ÿM sin(θ2)
2
+ σ3 + σ4 + σ2 +
L1 L2m2 θ̇21 sin(θ1−θ2)
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This textbf will focus on defining the lengths and masses for the leg.
L1 = .3; % Thigh link length [m]
L2 = .3; % Shank link length [m]
m1 = .2; % Thigh link mass [kg]
m2 = .2; % Shank link mass [kg]
M = .7; % Hip mass [kg]
physParam = [L1, L2, m1 , m2 , M];
The next lines calculate the mass moment of inertia of the thigh and shank links.
% Mass moment of inertia of respective links
I1 = 1/12* m1*L1^2;
I2 = 1/12* m2*L2^2;
Finally, the gravitational constants and total weight of the system are defined.
% Gravitational acceleration [m/s^2]
g = 9.81;
massTot = M + m1 + m2;
constgrav = massTot*g;
Selecting Initial Conditions
The following textbf sill define the intial joint positions and velocities.
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% Theta 1 initial position [rad]
th1o = pi/6;




Calculating Location of Center of Mass
The assumption will be made that the foot does not slip during the stance phase
(when the foot is in contact with the ground). For this reason, the knee position
must be calculated for the knee joint angle and the hip location is calculated based
on the location of the knee.
ym1 = L1/2*cos(th1o)+L2*cos(th2o);
ym2 = L2/2*cos(th2o);
yhip = L2*cos(th2o) + L1*cos(th1o);
The next lines of code will determine the location of the center of mass of the robot
yCMo = 1/ massTot *(m1*ym1+m2*ym2+M*yhip);
Run the Simulation
The first variables defined are the constant torques applied to the leg.
tau1 = -5; % Hip motor torque [N-m]
tau2 = 5; % Knee motor torque [N-m]
Here is where the gains for the PID controller in the flight phase are defined.
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Pgain = 15; % Proportional gain
Igain = 0; % Integral gain
Dgain = 12; % Derivative gain
Running the Simulation
Once the torques and configuration are defined, the model can be run.
simout = sim(’Stateflow_Control_V3.slx’);
Next, assign data output to variables
th1 = simout.theta (:,1);
th2 = simout.theta (:,2);
th1d = simout.thetad (:,1);
th2d = simout.thetad (:,2);
Calculating Location of Leg
The assumption will be made that the foot does not slip during the stance phase
(when the foot is in contact with the ground). For this reason, the knee position
must be calculated for the knee joint angle and the hip location is calculated based
on the location of the knee.
yhip = simout.yhip;
yfoot = simout.yfoot;
yknee = simout.yhip - L1*cos(th1);
xhip = zeros(1,length(simout.tout))’;
xknee = L1*sin(th1);
xfoot = xknee + L2*sin(th2);
xm1 = L1/2*sin(th1);
ym1 = L1/2*cos(th1)+L2*cos(th2);
xm2 = L1*sin(th1)+L2/2* sin(th2);
ym2 = L2/2*cos(th2);
distL1 = ((xknee -xhip).^2+( yknee -yhip).^2) .^(1/2);
distL2 = ((xknee -xfoot).^2+( yknee -yfoot).^2) .^(1/2);
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The next lines of code will determine the location of the center of mass of the robot
xcm = 1/ massTot *(m1*xm1+m2*xm2+M*xhip);
ycm = 1/ massTot *(m1*ym1+m2*ym2+M*yhip);
Plotting Leg Attributes against Time
First, load the data produced from the accompanying Simscape model
(Leg SimScape BLOCKS.mlx) for comparison.
load(’SSout.mat’);
Plotting hip/foot displacement against time
The follow figure plots the displacement of the hip mass against time. To easily
determine the transition between flight and stance, the displacement of the foot is
also plotted against time.
legplot = figure;







xlabel(’Time [s]’,’Interpreter ’,’Latex’,’FontSize ’ ,16)
ylabel(’Vertical Displacement [m]’,’Interpreter ’,’Latex’,’FontSize ’ ,16)
legend(’hip mass displacement ’,’foot displacement ’,’Location ’,"northwest",’FontSize ’
,16)
axis ([0 1.5 0 1.2])
grid on; box on;
xticks ([0:.3:1.5]); yticks ([0:0.3:1.2]);
set(gcf ,’position ’ ,[0 0 600 400])
Plotting Stateflow data against Simscape data
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The following graph plots the simulation data produced by the Stateflow model
against the Simscape model, provided the same initial conditions.
comparisonfig = figure;







xlabel(’Time [s]’,’Interpreter ’,’Latex’,’FontSize ’ ,16)
ylabel(’Vertical Displacement [m]’,’Interpreter ’,’Latex’,’FontSize ’ ,14)
legend(’SimScape Results ’,’Stateflow Results ’,’Location ’,"southeast",’FontSize ’ ,14)
axis ([0 2.5 0 1.2])
grid on; box on;
xticks ([0:.5:2.5]); yticks ([0:0.3:1.2]);
Plotting the joint angles against time
The following graph will plot the joint angles from the Stateflow and Simscape
models against each other.
angplot = figure;









xlabel(’Time [s]’,’Interpreter ’,’Latex’,’FontSize ’ ,16)
ylabel(’Hip Angle , $\theta_1$ [rad]’,’Interpreter ’,’Latex ’,’FontSize ’ ,16)
legend(’Stateflow Results ’,’Simscape Results ’,’Location ’,"northwest",’FontSize ’ ,16)
axis ([0 1.5 0 1])
xticks ([0:.3:1.5]); yticks ([0:.2:1]);
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plot(SSout.tout ,SSout.measLeg (:,2)+SSout.measLeg (:,5),’r--’)




xlabel(’Time [s]’,’Interpreter ’,’Latex’,’FontSize ’ ,16)
ylabel(’Knee Angle , $\theta_2$ [rad]’,’Interpreter ’,’Latex ’,’FontSize ’ ,16)
legend(’Stateflow Results ’,’Simscape Results ’,’Location ’,"southwest",’FontSize ’ ,16)
axis ([0 1.5 -1 0])
xticks ([0:.3:1.5]); yticks ([ -1:.2:0]);
grid on; box on;
set(gcf ,’position ’ ,[0 0 600 800])
print(gcf , ’const_displacement.pdf’, ’-dpdf’, ’-loose ’)
Plotting the phase trajectory
The following figure plots the phase trajectory of the Stateflow model. To do so, the
vertical position of the robot is plotted against the vertical velocity of the robot.
phasetraj = figure;




xlabel(’Vertical Position [m]’,’Interpreter ’,’Latex’,’FontSize ’ ,16)
ylabel(’Vertical Velocity [m/s]’,’Interpreter ’,’Latex ’,’FontSize ’ ,16)
grid on; box on;
set(gcf ,’position ’ ,[0 0 600 400]);
xlim ([.4 .9]); xticks ([.4:.1:.9]);
yticks ([ -3:1.5:3]);
Plotting the vertical ground reaction force profile
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The following graph plots the ground reaction force profile for a single stride,
comparing the GRF profile from the Simscape simulation against the Stateflow
simulation.
GRFfig = figure;





ylim ([0 60]); yticks ([0:15:60])
grid on; box on;
ax = gca;
ax.FontSize = 14;
xlabel(’Time [s]’,’Interpreter ’,’Latex’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
ylabel(’Vertical Component of GRF [N]’,’Interpreter ’,’Latex ’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
xlim ([.6 .9]); xticks ([.6:.1:.9]);
legend(’SimScape ’,’Stateflow ’,’Location ’,"northwest",’FontSize ’ ,12)
set(gcf ,’position ’ ,[0 0 600 400])
Plotting the GRF profile for multiple strides [Simscape Multibody]
The following graph plots the data for the ground reaction force over multiple
strides. Note: only the Simscape simulation output data is plotted ofr this figure.
SimscapeGRF = figure;
% SimscapeGRF.Visible = ’on ’;
plot(SSout.tout ,SSout.GRF)
xlim ([0 2]); ylim ([0 1.8E4]);
yticks ([0:6E3:1.8E4]); xticks ([0:.5:2]);
grid on; box on;
ax = gca;
ax.FontSize = 14;
xlabel(’Time [s]’,’Interpreter ’,’Latex’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
ylabel(’Vertical Component of GRF [N]’,’Interpreter ’,’Latex ’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
Animating the Leg
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By animating the results, researchers can see the motion of the leg during the stance
state.
First we must post process the results to produce a smoother animation.
fps = 60;
t = 0:1/ fps:max(simout.tout);
xknee = interp1(simout.tout ,xknee ,t);
xhip = interp1(simout.tout ,xhip ,t);
xfoot = interp1(simout.tout ,xfoot ,t);
yknee = interp1(simout.tout ,yknee ,t);
yhip = interp1(simout.tout ,simout.yhip ,t);
yfoot = interp1(simout.tout ,yfoot ,t);
The next lines of code create the animation.
legGif = figure;
% legGif.Visible = ’on ’;
ax = axes;
axis([-1 1 -.2 1.2]); xticks ([ -1:.5:1]); yticks ([0:.3:1.2]);
hold on;
traject = animatedline(’color ’,’r’,’MaximumNumPoints ’, 15,’LineWidth ’ ,2);
p = plot(xhip ,yhip ,’ks’, ’LineWidth ’,30,’MarkerSize ’ ,20);
area([-1 1],[-.2 -.2],’FaceColor ’ ,[.5 .5 .5])
leg = plot([xhip xknee xfoot],[yhip yknee yfoot],’b-’,’LineWidth ’ ,5);
ax = gca;
ax.FontSize = 14;
set(gcf ,’position ’ ,[0 0 600 400]);
xlabel(’Horizontal Position [m]’,’Interpreter ’,’Latex ’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
ylabel(’Vertical Position [m]’,’Interpreter ’,’Latex’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
grid on; box on;
hold off
The following for loop is used to refresh the plot for every tick of time defined
earlier by the desired fps.
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for n = 1: length(t)
p.XData = xhip(n);
p.YData = yhip(n);
leg.XData = [xhip(n) xknee(n) xfoot(n)];





[imind ,cm] = rgb2ind(im ,256);
if n == 1
imwrite(imind ,cm ,’leg_locomotion_offset.gif’,’gif’,’LoopCount ’, inf ,’
DelayTime ’ ,1/fps);
elseif n == length(t)
imwrite(imind ,cm ,’leg_locomotion_offset.gif’,’gif’,’WriteMode ’,’append ’,’
DelayTime ’ ,5/fps);
else






STATEFLOW MODEL SCREENSHOTS AND CODE
Figure C.1: Top level view of Stateflow© model where the data store
blocks are initiated.
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C.1 Stateflow Chart w/ Comments
Figure C.2: Stateflow© state transition diagram layout including the tran-
sition functions and the Simulink models as the states. Note that the
model stops when the user defined number of hops is achieved.
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C.2 Stance2Flight Function
Figure C.3: Stance2Flight Simulink function layout for transition from
stance to flight in Stateflow© .
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C.3 Flight2Stance Function
Figure C.4: Flight2Stance Simulink function layout for transition from
flight to stance in Stateflow© .
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C.4 MATLAB function code: flightimpact
The following lines of code assume that momentum is conserved during impact. The
angular momentum during stance and flight are found and then equated to each other
to find the resultant joint velocities and linear velocities.
function [th1d , th2d , ydo2] = flightimpact(theta ,ydo1 ,physParam)
% Assigning physical parameters to variables
L1 = physParam (1);
L2 = physParam (2);
m1 = physParam (3);
m2 = physParam (4);
M = physParam (5);
th1 = theta (1);
th2 = theta (2);
% Vectorizing y velocity
vleg = [0 ydo1 0];
% Mass moment of inertia of respective links
I1 = 1/12* m1*L1^2;
I2 = 1/12* m2*L2^2;
% First the distance vectors need to be determined for the conservation of
% momentum equation [Origin placed on ground directly below hip mass.
% Distance from origin to thigh link
rog1 = [L1/2*sin(th1) L2*cos(th2)+L1/2*cos(th1) 0];
% Distance from origin to shank link
rog2 = [L1*sin(th1)+L2/2* sin(th2) L2/2*cos(th2) 0];
% Distance from origin to hip mass
roM = [0 L1*cos(th1)+L2*cos(th2) 0];
% Performing cross product
Lm1 = cross(rog1 ,m1*vleg);
Lm2 = cross(rog2 ,m2*vleg);




% Setting up conservation of angular momentum equation
A(1,:) = [I1 I2 -rog1 (2)*m1 rog1 (1)*m1 -rog2 (2)*m2 rog2 (1)*m2 flightL (3)];
% Non -holonomic constraint
A(2,:) = [L1*cos(th1) L2*cos(th2) 0 0 0 0 0];
% Horizontal velocity of thigh link
A(3,:) = [L1/2*cos(th1) 0 -1 0 0 0 0];
% Vertical velocity of thigh link
A(4,:) = [L1/2*sin(th1) L2*sin(th2) 0 1 0 0 0];
% Horizontal velocity of thigh link
A(5,:) = [L1*cos(th1) L2/2*cos(th2) 0 0 -1 0 0];
% Vertical velocity of thigh link
A(6,:) = [0 L2/2*sin(th2) 0 0 0 1 0];
mysoln = linsolve(A(1:6 ,1:6),A(:,7));
th1d = mysoln (1);
th2d = mysoln (2);
% Solving for new vertical velocity of center of mass [m/s]
ydM = -(L1*sin(th1).*th1d+L2*sin(th2).*th2d);
ydm1 = mysoln (4);




C.5 Stance Simulink Model (Stateflow)
Figure C.5: Simulink© model layout for the robot during stance. This
includes the equations of motion, a simulation stop condition, and the
calculation for the position,velocity, and acceleration of each component.
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C.6 MATLAB function code: Leg Dynamics (Stance)
The following lines of code implement the equations of motion for the hopping robot
during stance.
function qdd = Leg_Dynamics(th1d ,th2d , th1 , th2 , tau , physParam)
g = 9.81; % gravitational acceleration [m/s^2]
tau1 = tau(1);
tau2 = tau(2);
q = [th1 th2]’;
qd = [th1d th2d]’;
L1 = physParam (1);
L2 = physParam (2);
m1 = physParam (3);
m2 = physParam (4);
M = physParam (5);
I1 = 1/12* m1*L1^2;
I2 = 1/12* m2*L2^2;
% Inertia matrix






C = [(M-m2)*L1^2* cos(th1)*sin(th1)*th1d , L1*L2*th2d*(-m2/2*cos(th1)*sin(th2)+(M+
m1/2)*cos(th2)*sin(th1)), 0;
L1*L2*th1d *((M+m1/2)*cos(th1)*sin(th2)-m2*cos(th2)*sin(th1)), L2^2* th2d*(M+m1)*
cos(th2)*sin(th2) ,0;
L1*sin(th1)*th1d , L2*sin(th2)*th2d , 0];
% Components due to gravitational effects
D = [-L1/2*g*sin(th1)*(2*M+m1); -L2*g*sin(th2)*(M+m1+m2/2); 0];
qdd = inv(B)*[tau1;tau2 ;0] - inv(B)*C*[qd;0] - inv(B)*D;
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C.7 MATLAB function code: vertAccel
The following lines of code determine the vertical position, velocity, and acceleration
of the center of mass using the equations determined from the holonomic model of
the leg during stance.
function [yCM , ydCM , yddCM] = vertAccel(th1dd , th2dd , th1d , th2d , th1 , th2 ,
physParam)
% Define physical parameters of leg
L1 = physParam (1);
L2 = physParam (2);
m1 = physParam (3);
m2 = physParam (4);
M = physParam (5);




ydM = -(L1*sin(th1)*th1d + L2*sin(th2)*th2d);
ydm1 = -(L1/2*sin(th1)*th1d + L2*sin(th2)*th2d);
ydm2 = -L2/2*sin(th2)*th2d;
ydCM = 1/(m1+m2+M)*(M*ydM+m1*ydm1+m2*ydm2);
yddM = -L1*(cos(th1)*th1d ^2+sin(th1)*th1dd)-(L2*(cos(th2)*th2d ^2+sin(th2)*th2dd));
yddm1 = -L1/2*( cos(th1)*th1d ^2+sin(th1)*th1dd)-L2*(cos(th2)*th2d ^2+sin(th2)*th2dd);
yddm2 = -L2/2*( cos(th2)*th2d ^2+sin(th2)*th2dd);
yddCM = 1/(m1+m2+M)*(M*yddM+m1*yddm1+m2*yddm2);
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C.8 Flight Simulink Model (Stateflow)
Figure C.6: Simulink© model layout for the robot during flight. This in-
cludes the equations of motion, the calculation of the hip and foot location,
and the controller that implements position control.
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C.9 MATLAB function code: Leg Dynamics (Flight)
The following lines of code implement the equations of motion for the double pendu-
lum model of the leg during flight.
function qdd = Leg_Dynamics(qd, q, tau , physParam)







L1 = physParam (1);
L2 = physParam (2);
m1 = physParam (3);
m2 = physParam (4);
M = physParam (5);
I1 = 1/12* m1*L1^2;
I2 = 1/12* m2*L2^2;
% Inertia matrix
B = [(L1^2*(m1+4*m2))/4, L1*L2*m2*cos(th1 -th2)/2;
L1*L2*m2*cos(th1 -th2)/2, L2^2*m2/4];
% Centrifugal effects
C = [L1*L2*m2*th2d*sin(th1 -th2)/2, -L1*L2*m2*th2d*sin(th1 -th2)/2
L1*L2*m2*sin(th1 -th2)*th1d/2, -L1*L2*m2*th1d*sin(th1 -th2)/2];
% Components due to gravitational effects
D = [-L1*g*sin(th1)*(m1/2+m2); -L2*g*m2*sin(th2)/2];
qdd = inv(B)*[tau1;tau2] - inv(B)*C*[qd] - inv(B)*D;
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C.10 MATLAB function code: linearizeTau
The following MATLAB code feeds back the nonlinear terms from the dynamics of
the leg during flight.
function tau = linearizeTau(qdd , qd, q, physParam)
g = 9.81;





% Define physical parameters of manipulator
L1 = physParam (1);
L2 = physParam (2);
m1 = physParam (3);
m2 = physParam (4);
M = physParam (5);
% Non -linear terms from generalized inertia matrix
B = [0, L1*L2*m2*cos(th1 -th2)/2;
L1*L2*m2*cos(th1 -th2)/2, 0];
% Centrifugal effects
C = [L1*L2*m2*th2d*sin(th1 -th2)/2, -L1*L2*m2*th2d*sin(th1 -th2)/2
L1*L2*m2*sin(th1 -th2)*th1d/2, -L1*L2*m2*th1d*sin(th1 -th2)/2];
% Components due to gravitational effects
D = [-L1*g*sin(th1)*(m1/2+m2); -L2*g*m2*sin(th2)/2];
% Calculating torque (without the PID controller terms)
tau = B*qdd + C*qd + D;
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C.11 MATLAB function code: Leg Dynamics (Double Pendulum)
The following lines of code take the linearized inertial matrix and multiply it by the
error signals calculated from the PID controllers.
function [t1 , t2] = Leg_Dynamics(q, err , physParam)
th1 = q(1);
th2 = q(2);
L1 = physParam (1);
L2 = physParam (2);
m1 = physParam (3);
m2 = physParam (4);
M = physParam (5);
I1 = 1/12* m1*L1^2;
I2 = 1/12* m2*L2^2;
% Inertia matrix
B = [(L1^2*(m1+4*m2))/4, 0;
0, L2^2*m2/4];
mytau = B*err;
t1 = mytau (1);
t2 = mytau (2);
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Appendix D
SIMSCAPE MULTIBODY MATLAB SCRIPT: STATEFLOW COMPARISON
Defining Robot Parameters
The following lines of code will define the variables necessary to run the SimScape
multibody model of the hopping leg model.
% Approximated at weight (N) / desired displacement (m)
contact_stiffness = 400/0.001;
% Tuned based on contact stiffness value
contact_damping = contact_stiffness /10;
% Static friction coefficient: Around that of rubber -asphalt
mu_s = .9;
% Kinetic friction coefficient: Lower than the static coefficient
mu_k = 0.8;
% Friction velocity threshold (m/s)
mu_vth = 0.1;
Creating the world plane
The following dimensions create the plane that the robot interacts with. These





contact_point_radius = 0.0001; %m
Defining leg parameters
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The following lines of code define the dimensions of the robot. This includes the
length and width of the leg. Additionally, the origin of the hip mass can be offset






















%% Robot joint parameters
jointDamping = 0;
motion_time_constant = 0.001;







SIMSCAPE MODEL SCREENSHOTS: STATEFLOW COMPARISON
Figure E.1: Top level view of Simscape© model. The control logic is held
in one subsystem, and the other subsystem holds the solid model of the
leg and the environment.
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E.1 Simscape Control Block Screenshot
Figure E.2: Control logic for Simscape© model. The switch block switches
when Simulink© detects the foot is in contact with the ground, switching
between the flight controller and stance controller.
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E.2 Simscape Leg Dynamics: Environment Set-up
Figure E.3: Simscape© model that models the environment that the robot
interacts with. Note: the subsystem located at the top of the model holds
the blocks necessary to model the dynamics of the leg.
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E.3 Simscape Leg Dynamics: Leg Set-up
Figure E.4: Simscape© model that models the dynamics of the robot using
joints, solid models, and axis transformations. A spherical solid is attached
to the end of the robot to detect the ground.
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Appendix F
SIMSCAPE MODEL SCREENSHOTS AND CODE: ROBOT CAD
Defining Robot Parameters
The following lines of code will define the variables necessary to run the SimScape
multibody model of the hopping leg model.
contact_stiffness = 400/0.001; % Approximated at weight (N) / desired
displacement (m)
contact_damping = contact_stiffness /10; % Tuned based on contact stiffness value
mu_s = .9; % Static friction coefficient: Around that of rubber -asphalt
mu_k = 0.8; % Kinetic friction coefficient: Lower than the static coefficient
mu_vth = 0.1; % Friction velocity threshold (m/s)


















world_damping = 0; % Translational damping for 6-DOF joint [N/m]
world_rot_damping = 0; % Rotational damping for 6-DOF joint [N*m/(rad/s)]


















SSout = sim(’SimScape_Leg_CAD_Advanced.slx’ ,4);
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Appendix G
SIMSCAPE MODEL SCREENSHOTS: ROBOT CAD
Figure G.1: Top level view of Simscape© model. The control logic is held
in one subsystem, and the other subsystem holds the solid model of the
leg and the environment.
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G.1 Simscape Control Block Screenshot
Figure G.2: Control logic for Simscape© model. The switch block switches
when Simulink© detects the foot is in contact with the ground, switch-
ing between position control during flight and impedance control during
stance.
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G.2 Simscape Leg Dynamics: Environment Set-up
Figure G.3: Simscape© model that models the environment that the robot
interacts with. Note: the subsystem located at the top of the model holds
the blocks necessary to model the dynamics of the leg.
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G.3 Simscape Leg Dynamics: Leg Set-up
Figure G.4: Simscape© model that models the dynamics of the robot
using joints, solid models, and axis transformations. This model uses a 1:1
CAD representation of the physical hopping robot prototype.
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